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The Portfolio of Evidence
Higher education providers and schools work together to assist
pre-service teachers to develop and collect sophisticated evidence
of their teaching ability and their impact on student learning for
their Portfolio of Evidence.
Recommendation 28 (TEMAG, 2014)

The Problem...
The move towards a portfolio approach had been slow at
UTAS.
The ITE programs mostly had a lock-step structure based on
discreet units of work.
There was an absence of a university endorsed portfolio
platform

December, 2017
PebblePad is procured as a University wide portfolio platform

Core beliefs
A designated portfolio system should not be an optional
extra
A portfolio transcends individual units and needs to be
course wide
Focus needs to remain firmly on the notion of a Portfolio
of Evidence

The approach...
Every unit needs to incorporate a portfolio aspect.
Simply designate a task as being suited to the portfolio.
Include a PebblePad asset as a ‘type’ for building an assessment
item.
Ask students to complete one or more PebblePad tasks as
assessment.

Rationale...
1. TEMAG mandates a Portfolio of Evidence
2. Students value and keep assessment as evidence of learning
3. The more students use Pebble, the more familiar they will
become with it.

Semester 1, 2018
12 unit coordinators
15 units with ATLAS (Level 3 engagement)

24 PebblePad based tasks
1500 pre-service teachers using PebblePad for assessment
purposes.

Semester 2, 2018
15 unit coordinators
18 units with ATLAS (Level 3 engagement)
34 PebblePad based tasks
LOTS of students using PebblePad for assessment and
personal purposes
Second iteration tasks with more PebblePad engagement

Growth
The dots are joining!
Academic self-initiated engagement
Academics are opting for second and third assessment items
Assessment type is more varied
ATLAS marking is preferred to the LMS

Assessment spectrum
1.
2.
3.
4.

Scaffolded workbook (ESH 106)
Assessment containers (ESH270 AT 1.4 - Poole)
Assessment with options (ESH360 Blog Pinto)
Free-form creations (EMT694 Langman)

The Graduate Teacher Performance Assessment (GTPA)
The GTPA presented as a Word Document task
We gave the students the choice of using the GTPA Workbook

Over 50% decided to use the workbook (143/260)
Some teething problems, but generally calm and
successful
Markers loved it!
Difficult to provide a pdf option for moderation

Unpacking the metaphor...
The road to Portfolio Utopia is long
There will be bumps, obstacles and wrong turns as we go
The role of driver role important, but so too is that of the
navigator
There isn’t much point in reaching our destination if we lose
our passengers along the way
It certainly helps to have a fit-for-purpose vehicle to
successfully negotiate the terrain

